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EVENING NEWS PUZZLE PICTURE CONTEST
Below We Print Ten Pictures.

Each Represents the Name ola City.

The First is Washington.

Can You Guess the Rest?

IN

FIVE
PRIZES

To the first three persons in the city
of Lincoln, or within a radius often miles,
who send us the correct answer to these
ten puzzles, we will gi^e One Dollar each.
To,the first two persons outside of
the city of Lincoln and outside of a radius
of ten fniles of the city, who send us the
correct answers to these ten puzzles, we
will give One Dollar each. •
All answers must be sent by mail
and the postoffice postmark will govern
the priority of answers.
- Address all answers to
PUZZLE DEFT. "EVENING NEWS,"
Lincoln, Nebraska.
THE CORRECT SOLUTION OF LAST WEEK'S
PUZZLE CONTEST.FOLLOWS:
No.
No.
No.
Nb.
No.

1—Pierce.
2—Burr.
3—Garflelu4—Fillmore.,
5—Polk.

No. 6.—Washingtor
Itfo.», 7—Buchanan.
No. :.{fc—Grant.
No. 9—Taylor.
No. 10—Hobart.

The -winners to last -week's contest were:
Iva Mitchell, Exeter, Neb.
•*
Mrs. H. C. Dawson, Bndicott, Neb.
Mrs. Grace Graybill, 1128 P'street
Emma R. Humphrey, 2811 Q street •'
Hazel Clark, 935 C street '.^
The winners residing in Lincoln will recelve^their prizes by Calling
at The News office and Inquiring for the "Puzzle Editor."
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Stockmen oi;West to Joitf in Big Enter
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" ' -." . <••. ~ to * Break Back
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